Linking OCT, Angiographic, and Photographic Lesion Components in Neovascular Age-Related Macular Degeneration.
To develop methods to make precise comparisons of specific retinal features between and within spectral-domain (SD) OCT images, color fundus photography (CFP) images, and fluorescein angiography (FA) images in eyes treated with anti-vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) agents for neovascular age-related macular degeneration (nAMD). Retrospective study. Patients with good study-eye images at the 104-week visit in the Comparison of Age-Related Macular Degeneration Treatments Trials. Graders reviewed CFP and FA images and delineated areas of fibrotic or nonfibrotic scar and geographic atrophy (GA) or non-GA. Other graders reviewed SD-OCT images and delineated retinal and subretinal lesion characteristics. Using newly developed custom software and graphic user interfaces, the presence and thickness of each feature at each pixel on the en face view was determined. Spectral-domain OCT findings versus CFP and FA lesion components from regional overlays. Per-eye distribution and thickness of SD-OCT features within CFP- and FA-established areas of scar and atrophy can be determined precisely, can be displayed in multiple formats, and can be extracted into pixel-specific data sets. These methods enable statistical analysis of imaging results within eyes and across eyes of different patients. For example, photoreceptor loss, subretinal lesion material, and thicknesses of photoreceptor layer and subretinal material across those SD-OCT features can be related precisely to CFP and FA regions of scar or atrophy. Methods to integrate qualitative and quantitative retinal and subretinal changes to coincide with photographic and angiographic designations of the nAMD lesion areas and sequelae are integral for accurate assessments of posttreatment retinal morphologic features. These may lead to better understanding of disease progression and improved treatment strategies.